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Through April 25, 2024

greenvilleARTS.com

CENTRE STAGE GALLERY
501 River Street | Greenville, SC 29601

Hours: Tuesday – Friday, 2 - 5 PM

A project that merges art and words through
Ekphrastic Poetry, a form inspired by artistic
mediums. Local poets craft verse in response
to local visual artists’ interpretation of an
open-ended prompt, “a sense of place”. The
culmination of this endeavor will be an
exhibition of the artwork alongside its
corresponding poem.

Dear You,
Make no apologies for yourself
Because you are covered in a listening skin
Because every ache you feel is not your own
Because of the lynching tree
Because of how many rivers they crossed
Because of the bowl of sorrow your mother carries
Because of your father’s wildfire moods
Because when you enter bookstores
books fall off of shelves into your open palms
Because you ask questions of the universe
the world opens before you like a page
Because of those clouds, and that murder of crows
Because poets are your wounded idols
Because the truth even if it hurts, it is to be cherished and held
and just because people die
does not mean they don’t walk with you daily
Because the river has a mouth that speaks their names
Because the river flows with stories
Because you sit on the shore and listen
Because alone is more comforting than being together
Because your pen is oceanic
Because you are big-eyed and eyes wide
Because you suffer from what you see and hear
Because you have sinus arrhythmia
You know your heart is linked to your breath
and your breath is short,
Because asthma is one of the monkeys on your back
Because your heart is the vehicle you chose to ride this go
Because it can go forward and backwards in time
Because bookstores have always been oracles
Because poetry is your greatest archeological tool
Because you dig and you dive
Because you plummet if you cannot swim
Because you trust the ride of journal and journey
even if you do not always float
Because your heart beats to your breath
Because of this music, you dance raw and wild

Through April 26, 2024

See Rockin’ Boots Through April 7, 2024
Tickets: (864) 233-6733  | centrestage.org

APRIL
G A L L E R Y

Artist Steve Courchaine has traveled
throughout the American West, collecting
reference material with photography and
practicing plein air painting. Inspired by the
vast western landscape, he observed the
clarity of sunlight in the west increases the
color saturation found in nature there versus
what you might see in the east. This exhibit
represents those experiences.
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